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Abstract— In this paper, we propose a semi-global matching
method based on image segmentation. We perform a k-means
clustering algorithm in only left image as image segmentation.
Then, to improve result of image segmentation, we integrate
adjacent and small labels along edges of objects. After that, we
extract feature points to estimate the disparity range in each label,
and add weights to the disparity range to reduce disparity errors
when choosing the final disparity that minimizes the aggregated
cost. The cost aggregation in semi-global matching is applied in
each selected label only, which allows parallel computation of the
cost aggregation as well as reducing disparity errors along
discontinuity regions. As a result, the proposed method generates
better results at lower runtime than the original semi-global
matching method.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, 3D contents have received a lot of attention due to
the financial success of many 3D films. 3D contents allow the
viewer to experience a natural depth perception. The 3D
experience is achieved by the process which both eyes watch
slightly difference scenes. In other words, the 3D perception is
derived from two separate views. Thus, 3D displays provide
two or more viewpoints images to users. And, the multiview
images are captured from a multiview cameras system which
comprises a lot of cameras. In addition, one or more depth
cameras can be set in the multiview cameras system to improve
quality of multiview images. However, the multiview cameras
system cannot be located in a small space. Also, the depth
camera cannot use in the outdoors. Thus, we should use stereo
matching methods to obtain the depth information instead of
using the depth cameras [1].
Stereo matching is to estimate depth information by finding
the difference in x-coordinates between two corresponding
points in stereo images. There are local stereo matching, global
stereo matching, and hybrid stereo matching. In general, the
global stereo matching methods have more accurate disparity
results than the local stereo matching methods by considering
neighbor pixels. However, the local stereo matching methods
have low time complexity than the global stereo matching
methods. Thus, to save both advantages of local and global
stereo matching methods, the hybrid stereo matching methods
such as semi-global matching have been proposed. By
combining concepts of the global and local stereo matching
methods, semi-global matching gets more accurate at low
runtime [2].

However, all stereo matching methods have problems in
homogeneous areas and occluded regions. In the homogeneous
areas, there are many similar pixels in a wide range. In the
occluded regions, some pixels may appear in the left image but
not in the right image and vice versa. In addition, the
optimization process of semi-global matching still ignores the
occlusion problem. In order to solve these drawbacks, image
segmentation can be used. The process of image segmentation
assigns a label to every pixel in an image such that pixels with
the same label share certain characteristics. Thus, the label
information can be used to improve quality of disparity maps
[3]. In this paper, we use the label information to perform cost
aggregation in semi-global matching, and add weights to
aggregated costs which are in estimated disparity range.
II.

IMAGE SEGMENTATION

We use k-means clustering as image segmentation due to
easy division between objects and background. In k-means
clustering, to make a high quality segmentation result, we
generate initial means using an initial label information which
is based on Canny edges. After that, we integrate adjacent and
small labels except edge regions. Finally, we assign edges to
one of neighbor labels using an inpainting algorithm.
A.

K-means Clustering
K-means clustering algorithm randomly chooses k samples
from the data set and uses them as the initial clusters. However,
this leads cause unnatural segmentation result when one or
more initial clusters are in the edges of image. Thus, we directly
choose the initial clusters from the centroids of each initial
label, which leads an improve segmentation result in
textureless areas. To find textureless regions and to generate
initial labels, we detect Canny edge, and dilate them to connect
discontinuous edges. Fig. 1 shows an example of the result of
dilated Canny edge.

Fig. 1 Result of dilated Canny edge

In order to generate initial labels using dilated Canny edge,
we perform connected component algorithm using 4-way
connectivity. Connected component in graph theory is a
subgraph in which any two vertices are connected to each other
by paths, and which is connected to no additional vertices in
the supergraph. Connected component labeling is an
algorithmic application of graph theory, where subsets of
connected components are uniquely labeled based on a given
heuristic. It is used to detect connected regions along dilated
Canny edges. Fig. 2 displays an example of generated initial
labels using connected component labeling.
K-means clustering is a method of vector quantization, that
is popular for cluster analysis in data mining. K-means
clustering aims to partition n samples into k clusters in which
each sample belongs to the cluster with the nearest mean. After
that, we update the centroids which become new means. Then,
we generate a new result by associating n samples with the new
nearest mean. And, these two steps are repeated until satisfying
the termination criteria, such as maximum iteration or variation
of centroids. Fig. 3 shows an example of the final result of kmeans clustering.

Then, we remove small labels which is occurred due to edges
in texture area. The small labels lead to unnecessary
computation. Thus, we remove the labels if the number of
samples is less than a specific number. Fig. 5 displays an
example of the result after removing small labels.

Fig. 4 Segmentation result after removing adjacent labels

Fig. 5 Segmentation result after removing small labels
(less than 100 pixels)

C.
Fig. 2 Generated initial labels using connected component labeling

Fig. 3 Final result of k-means clustering

B.

Integrate Adjacent and Small Labels
To remove noises by integrating labels along edges, we
append the edge information, which was used to generate the
initial means of k-means clustering, to the segmentation result.
The edge information was used to generate the initial means.
Using the edge information ensures that labels are not
integrated with their neighbor labels over the edges. After that,
we remove adjacent labels along edges, which means each
integrated label has one label. When choosing a label, we
compare the values between the mean of an integrated label and
the clusters of a label. Then, we choose one that has the
minimum value of the difference in between. Fig. 4 shows an
example of the result after removing adjacent labels.

Inpaint Edge Regions
Since we append Canny edge when integrating adjacent and
small labels, we have to assign edge regions to one of neighbor
labels by comparing color difference. In the segmentation
result, we have to inpaint edge regions from the boundary due
to dilated edges. Thus, we use fast marching method (FMM).
FMM is a numerical method for solving boundary value
problems of the Eikonal equation that is similar to Dijkstra’s
algorithm. FMM starts from the boundary of the lost regions
and goes inside the region gradually. FMM ensures the
boundary pixels are inpainted first. We inpaint only dilated
areas to prevent that the objects are out of shape. After that, we
divide labels along edges to avoid the computational error
when performing cost aggregation in semi-global matching.
Then, we utilize the proposed inpainting algorithm again to
remove remained edge regions. Fig. 6 shows an example of the
final result after image segmentation.

Fig. 6 Final result of image segmentation

III.

SEMI-GLOBAL MATCHING

We improve semi-global matching results by using the label
information although it generates a noble disparity map at low
runtime. We use Census transform as matching cost. Then, we
extract feature points to estimate disparity range in each label
information. After that, we add weights to estimated disparity
range when choosing the final disparity. In addition, the cost
aggregation is applied in each selected label only, which allows
parallel computation as well as reducing disparity errors.
A.

Matching Cost
Census transform is a non-parametric local transform which
encodes the local neighborhood around each pixel into a bit
vector that only stores if the compared, neighboring pixel has a
low value than the center pixel or not. Pixel-wise matching is
done by computing the Hamming distance of bit vectors of
corresponding pixels. In this way, all radiometric changes that
maintain the local ordering of intensities become completely
irrelevant. Census is also well suited for local radiometric
changes since it considers the local neighborhood only. In
addition, modified Census transform, which encodes the center
pixel if it has a low value than the mean value of window, is
much better for local radiometric changes [4]. We use modified
Census transform as matching cost in semi-global matching.
Fig. 7 illustrates examples of the Census transform result when
the disparity values are 0 and 40, respectively.

Since we extract feature points in each label, boundary
points are included in the extracted feature points. Thus, we
have to exclude boundaries to prevent mismatching of feature
points. In order to that, we extract all feature points in the left
image. Then, we remove feature points if they are far away
from the original feature points. After excluding the boundary
feature points, labels which have no feature points are occurred.
Thus, we improve the label information again by integrating
labels. After refining feature points, we make corresponding
points between the label feature points in left image and all
feature points in right image as shown in Fig. 9.
However, the matching can be inaccurate because there are
many matching points. Thus, we remove the pairs if they are
outlier after applying random sample consensus (RANSAC)
algorithm. After that, the smallest and the biggest disparities,
which are the difference in the x-coordinates of corresponding
points, will be the downsized minimum and maximum
disparity value in each label, respectively. The reduced
disparity range is used to add weights when choosing the final
disparity after the cost aggregation.

Fig. 9 Corresponding points

C.

Fig. 7 Results of Census transform

B.

Estimate Disparity Range
We extract feature points in each label to reduce the disparity
range by matching. We use features from accelerated segment
test (FAST) detector when extracting feature points. FAST is a
famous corner detection method, which could be used to
extract feature points and later used to track and map objects in
many computer vision tasks. Fig. 8 displays a result of the
extracted features using FAST corner detector [5].

Fig. 8 Extracted FAST feature points

Cost Aggregation and Disparity Computation
Semi-global matching uses an additional constraint as the
smoothness term by penalizing changes of neighboring
disparities. The costs of the pixel at each disparity are summed
over the paths in all directions. The number of paths are
generally 8 or 16 to generate an improved disparity map.
Meanwhile, we apply the cost aggregation in selected label
only as shown in Fig. 10. It reduces disparity errors along
discontinuity regions. In addition, it allows parallel
computation of the cost aggregation. As a result, we generate
an improved disparity map at lower runtime than the original
semi-global matching method. After the cost aggregation, we
choose the final disparity which minimizes the aggregated cost.
At that time, we reduce the aggregated cost by at most 50%
where disparities are in the downsized disparity range. The
more we reduce the aggregated cost, the more the label
information is affected to the disparity map.

Fig. 10 Cost aggregation in selected label only

Fig. 11 Results of the final disparity map: Original SGM, the proposed method, and ground truth

V.

IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

CONCLUSIONS

We used part of Middlebury datasets to evaluate the
proposed method. State-of-the-art datasets of Middlebury are
suitable to evaluate the stereo matching algorithms in
radiometric differences. We compare the proposed method
with the original semi-global matching (SGM) method. Table
1 shows the percentages of bad pixel rates at quarter resolution
of datasets. This measure is computed for three subsets of each
sequence: whole pixels, non-occluded pixels, and time,
denoted as “All”, “Nonocc.”, and “Time (s)”, respectively.
When the absolute disparity error is greater than two pixels, the
pixel is regarded as a bad pixel.

In this paper, we proposed a semi-global matching method
based on image segmentation. In particular, we focused on
generating the improved disparity map at low runtime based on
image segmentation. We integrated adjacent and small labels
to improve the k-means clustering result. After that, we
performed semi-global matching using the label information.
We extracted and matched feature points to estimate disparity
range in each labels. In addition, we added weights to estimated
disparity range. In addition, we applied the cost aggregation in
each selected label only. As a result, our method generated
improved disparity maps, and reduced runtime.

TABLE I
BAD PIXEL RATES OF ORIGINAL SGM AND THE PROPOSED METHOD

ACKNOWLEDGMENT

Original SGM method
All

The proposed method

Nonocc.

Time

All

Nonocc.

Time

Adirondack

12.74

6.92

31.94

12.06

6.56

15.99

Piano

21.08

15.59

24.80

19.66

14.30

14.53

Playroom

27.93

17.48

37.72

27.84

17.33

17.06

Playtable

27.97

20.82

28.11

25.09

17.89

14.67

Recycle

13.65

8.13

25.41

12.77

7.58

11.94

Shelves

36.19

32.77

24.03

32.83

29.61

9.80

Average

23.85

15.23

43.93

23.08

14.58

25.90

Experiment results show that the proposed method generates
the improved disparity maps at lower runtime than the original
semi-global matching method. Fig. 11 shows the final disparity
maps of the original semi-global matching method and the
proposed method. In particular, the proposed method reduces
disparity errors in discontinuity regions as well as textureless
areas. As a result, 0.77% and 0.65% bad pixel rates on average
are decreased in whole pixels and non-occluded pixels,
respectively. In addition, we process the cost aggregation of the
semi-global matching in each selected label with a parallel
processing. Thus, the proposed method is always faster than the
original semi-global matching method.
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